In this paper, a technique for extracting the distortion pameters in filled-in forms is presented The technique determines the transformatwns that is required to convert a filled-in form to match a known master and then extracts filled-in information. The method involves determining corresponding lines and key points between the master and the filled-in form and using the correspondence to determine the appropriate tran#omation. The correspondence problem is solved wing resultsfrom affine geometry.
Introduction
An important problem in office automation is the machine extraction and recognition of filled-in information in form documents. In this paper, the authors address the extraction of the user entered information in forms, when an original blank form is available (herein after referred to as the template) as a scanned document.
The problem of correcting the document for small (near identity) distortion has been addressed by several researchers [2,3]. In the technique proposed by the authors, there are no constraints limiting the magnitude of the distortion.
The distortion can be any affine transformation in a plane. In an earlier work, the authors addressed this problem, using geometric invariants (cross ratio) [4] . It is observed that the affine transformation is a subclass of projective transformation which includes most commonly occurring distortions.
When a filled-in form is scanned, the resulting image can be modeled as an affine transformation (consisting of rotation, translation, scaling, and shearing) of the blank form with additional hand-written or machine printed data.
Extracting the filled-in information consists of finding the transfonnation that maps the filled-in input form to the blank form, and extracting the filled-in data by removing the contribution from the blank form.
In this paper, the authors present a technique for determining the transformation that maps the scanned filled-in document to the template using affine invariants
[l] and Geomerric Hashing 161. Four affine invariantsthat are especially suited for forms are introduced and used with a Geometric Hashing voting scheme to obtain the transformation. The paper presents a robust algorithm for computing the transformation, extraction of user entered information and some test results.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the affine invariants is presented; section 3 discusses extraction of features: section 4 presents the determination of the transformation. Experimental results are presented in sections 5 and 6 and section 7 presents the conclusion.
Affine lnvariants
The process of determining the transformation that maps the scanned image to the template can be viewed as follows: First from the image one extracts a set of key features. Next, one associates each of these with a corresponding feature in the template. Based on this association, one determines the transformation that maps the image to the template. A key requirement for this process is that the association be consistent; i. e. the association be such that an affine transform can be found. In what follows, the problem of consistent pairing will be referred to as the correspondence problem. ABne invariants play a pivotal role in solving the correspondence problem.
Suppose that one has N features (N is typically 4) in the master and computes a quantity based on the coordinates of these features. This quantity is referred to as an affine-invariant if its value does not change with any affine transfamation of the master. Thus, given a set of features in the image and a corresponding set in the template, one can determine if the pairing is consistent by computing the affine invariant for each set and comparing the invariants. For example, it can be shown 111 that an affine transformation scales the area of all polygons by the same factor. Thus, if the chosen set of features are the vertices of two polygons, then the ratio of the areas of the two polygons will not change after any affine transformation and thus is an affine invariant. While this is a general result for any polygon, one often uses triangles for obtaining invariants.
When using this basic idea for form processing, it is important to first determine the features that are typically found in forms. Almost all forms have easily identifiable characteristic points such as the center of a logo, fiduciary marks, comers of boxes for data to be filled in, intersection of border lines. In addition to such points, almost all forms have parallel lines: mostly horizontal lines, and several vertical lines for boxes, borders etc.
0-8186-7898-4/97 $10.00 0 1997 IEEE Thus the invariants that will be especially useful for form should involve points and parallel lines. Of the various invariants that can be used, the following four are of significance: Invarhnts involving four points Suppose one has four points XI, X2, X3, &, of which no three are in a straight line. Fixing the first point XI, one can obtain three triangles <XI, XZ, Xp, <XI, Xz,, &> and cXI, X3, X p . Now, the ratios of the areas of the triangles taken two at a t h e provides two invariants a and fl or equivalently a vector valued invariant p=(u$)' : 3. Feature extraction.
In the experiment described later in the paper, two types of features were selected points on the convex hull of the document and lines found in the forms. The points on the convex hull of the document were found by a generic algorithm available in the literature. To reduce the effect of the noise involved in finding the point fkatures, only points that belong to a connected component with at least 16 points were used. Line features are found by mapping the document into the Hough space @,e) with 0 resolution of one degree and p resolution of 8 pixels. A connected component analysis on the Hough space is used to detect the straight lines. A least square line fitting algorithm is then used to obtain the equation of the lines. A maximum of 8 lines and 8 point features in input document were selected for the matching.
Correspondence determinatlon
The procedure for solving the correspondence problem involves a voting scheme and comparing entries in a pair of hash tables. For the four different invariants described in section 2, one creates four different hash tables (master fables) for the master document using the using the line and point features described in section 3. This process is repeated for a filled-in form. Suppose that the feature k in the master is associated with the feature r in the input form. For a given set of pairings, one computes the error in the respective invariants using:
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If the error is smaller than a specified threshold, and the pair (k, r) is involved in the invariants (for example if the invariants involve a point and two lines, and k and r are the points in correspondence) then this tentative correspondence is given one vote. Thus one obtains four voting matrices, one for each invariant considered. These matrices are normalized so that the total for each table is 1. The individual entries for each correspondence is multiplied and the final correspondence is obtained by selecting the largest entry in each row/column of the resulting product. Once the correspondences have been detedned, the affine transformation that minimizes the error between the transformed coordinates of the features in the input document and its corresponding feature is obtained by standard linear leastaquares techniques.
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Processing filled-in forms
A procedure for processing filled-in forms using the ideas in sections 3 and 4 has been developed by the authors. The procedure consists of determining the appropriate transformation that will map the input image to the master, extracting the filled-in information by exclusive-or-ing the transformed image and the master image, and finally recognizing the filled-in information (after the transformation) using a OCR package. Figure 1- a shows a typical input image and 1-b the image after image aftet master image has been subtracted.
The procedure was tested both for correctness and robustness by performing the following experiment. The transforming it t o match the master. Figure 1% shows the master document (in this case the Ontario Income Tax form) was scanned and the features from the form were extracted and the affine invariants were computed and stored in the various hash tables. Next, a filled in form was scanned in and the image was subjected to various affine transformations (distortions). The distorted image was then used as the input image and error rate of the OCR package was determined. This error rate was compared with the error rate of the OCR package when presented with the input image without first transforming it to the master coordinates.
Performance evaluation
The performance of the procedure developed was tested based on two criteria (a) how accurately the parameters of the affine transformations were obtained, and (b) the improvement in the character recognition rate obtained by the transformation back to master document coordinates.
In a noise free environment, the authors applied different rotation, scaling and shearing to the input image and The distorted images were then passed to an OCR package before and after transformation back to the master coordinates. Not surprisingly, there was no significant improvement for small distortions. However, for large distortions, the recognition rate was close to 100% after transformation while the rate without the transformation rapidly dropped to zero. The only exception to this general conclusion is with reference to scaling. The OCR package was able to handle enlargement on its own and hence the transformation did not provide any significant improvement. However, when the image was reduced (scaling less than 1). the transformation increased the recognition rate by 30% for a scaling of 0.7. Graphs in figure 2 show the improvement provided by the transformation on four different test forms.
Conclusion
In this paper, the authors have presented a technique for registering filled-in forms using affine invariants. The techniques presented can be applied to a wide class of problems involving determination of correspondence between two images related by an affine transformation. The correspondence is obtained by matching combination of parallel lines and key points in the two images. This matching is performed using techniques analogous to nearest-neighbor-determination in geometric hashing [6] .
Also, the technique does not require the two images to be related by a near identity transformations (small distortions). Experimental studies have shown that the invariants used are well behaved under extreme (large) distortions. The preliminary evaluation of the procedure has shown the algorithm to be reliable and robust.
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